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MESSAGE FROM THE

MESSAGE FROM THE

President
Growth is critical to any
organization and I’m pleased
to report that AMAPCEO
has grown on several
fronts. Since 2015, our
membership has grown
by an astonishing 20%
to an impressive 14,250+
members. With a growth
strategy in place and orgaDave Bulmer
nizing underway outside the
OPS, we hope to expand our
presence in the broader public sector. Having led the formation of the Professional Unions Network of Canada—a
congress of like-minded public service unions working
together to advance the cause of all public servants—we
have also increased our scope of influence. And, by
meeting with members more than 200 times in 2018, our
member engagement and activist recruitment levels
are steadily growing.
AMAPCEO continues to wisely invest in education. As
we conclude year two of our five-year education plan,
we’ve revamped our core Workplace Representative
(WPR) training, re-introduced Health & Safety workshops, and made a foray in to online education and local
lunch-and-learn events. Likewise, our WPR Mentorship
Program continues to thrive having added several new
mentors.
Those mentors assist us in our greater efforts to administer our contracts by coaching our newest WPRs, for
whom we’ve added a third entry-level program offering
to our training calendar in 2019. Veteran WPRs who
function at Employee Relations Committees will also
benefit from standardized approaches and joint training
agreements attained with our OPS Employer.
Throughout 2017–2018 we’ve been able to successfully
negotiate collective agreements and achieve very respectable compensation increases, added ground-breaking family leave provisions, and in our BPS units made
serious advances for temporary contract workers.
Our outreach and communications strategies continue to evolve with the transition to a new government.
Over the past six months, our efforts to reach and inform
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Executive Director
decision-makers at the Minister and Deputy level has
been extensive. Our ‘Ontario’s Professional Employees At
Work’ campaign—where our members appeared in ads
across the province and Toronto transit system demonstrating what it is they do for Ontarians—has evolved in
to our ‘Working for Ontario’ campaign. With local workplaces now our target, AMAPCEO’s brand, in the form
of coffee mugs, magnets, decals, flags, and lanyards is
slowly painting our workplaces a proud blue and white.
All of this progress has been driven by a solid governance and operations base. Our new Board model is
flourishing with an influx of new contributors and an
increase in Director education. Our Districts now have
an Operating Policy and Community Leads to assist our
Directors. Our Activists & Leaders Forums have been
overwhelming successes. Our Annual Delegates Conference has developed to a new level.
Our strategic priorities (bolded above) are serving us
well and it’s an exciting time to reflect on our progress
and to renew our commitment to reaching our goals. In
doing so, I want to recognize the outstanding work of
our professional staff, the enduring commitment of our
activist base, and the leadership shown by our Board of
Directors. Thank you all. We are indeed stronger together.

Dave Bulmer
President

If we could characterize the
past year, it would be a year
of great change and growth
on many levels. We have
made much progress in
our operations and there
is still much that needs to
be done as we continue to
build a stronger AMAPCEO.
This year’s Annual Report
contains a broad snapshot
of our many collective achievements and the work that
is underway. This past year we assessed our new staff
operational structure, enhanced longer term planning,
implemented a number of risk assessment strategies and
projects, strengthened internal communication and collaboration to ensure the delivery of improved membership services, and hosted more membership and partner
meetings than ever before. It is worth highlighting that
our expanded leased office space is bringing additional
flexibility and significant cost savings by allowing us to
host more in-house meetings. One hundred percent of
the additional square footage leased in 2017 is dedicated to membership, governance, and partner meetings.
From January to October, meeting spaces were used 97%
on a daily basis, with a significant percentage of these
being bargaining, training, and information sessions.
Total savings for meetings held in-house, as opposed to a
hotel, more than offset the additional rent for the space
in 2018.

Anthony Pizzino

established baseline measurements to guide AMAPCEO
towards even greater improvements in governance and
operations.
As I stated earlier, there is still much work to be done.
I see first hand the hard work and commitment of
our leadership, the Board of Directors and our staff.
With certainty, many of our accomplishments are only
possible through the hard work of our most valuable
resource, our professional staff. I thank every member
of our operational team for their ongoing commitment
to the AMAPCEO membership and for helping to deliver
service excellence.
We are proud to share the collective accomplishments
contained in this year’s Annual Report. I look forward to
continuing this exciting road together.
Sincerely,

Anthony Pizzino
Executive Director

Working with our Board of Directors, every one of our
efforts continue to be strongly guided by the Strategic
Plan Roadmap that we created in 2015. We continue
to make progress on collective bargaining support and
administration, dispute resolution services, education,
communications, growth, and outreach to activists and
allies. With our governance structures removed from
day-to-day operations, our efforts have been focused on
service delivery, planning, and operational stability.
The strategic plan has allowed the organization’s operations and governance to be more aligned and responsive
to members’ needs and priorities. To ensure that we
continue to deliver on our goals, this past year we developed a set of long-range Key Performance Indicators and
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200

47

FOR A TOTAL OF 173

health & safety
representatives

41

FTE professional staff

200+

informational
resources available

49

AMERC/
ERC reps

NEW VOLUNTEERS

66

FOR A TOTAL OF 635

6

62%
of AMAPCEO members
are women

193
events

INCLUDING

NEW WORKPLACE REPRESENTATIVES

10 ice cream socials

4 town halls

111 district meetings

1 volunteer fair

5 forums

10 pub nights

23 info sessions

6 marches

2018
14,250

public
professionals
represented

298,546
page views
on amapceo.ca

TWITTER IMPRESSIONS

185,200
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STRATEGIC DIRECTION #1:

2015–2020

Strategic Directions
The year 2015 marked the construction of the Roadmap
to Building a Stronger AMAPCEO: Strategic Directions
2015-2020. For the first time, developing the plan
involved comprehensive and engaging consultations
with the Board of Directors, the then Provincial Council, and all staff. The information gathered from these
sessions was reviewed, analyzed and organized to create
AMAPCEO’s five-year Strategic Directions Roadmap. The
plan was approved by the Board of Directors in October
2015 and presented to the 2015 Annual Delegates’ Conference. The six interconnected Strategic Directions and

Collective Bargaining

Stronger Contracts,
Better Workplaces
Thinking ahead—now—to
improve contracts and
terms of employment.

a set of Key Initiatives continue to guide the plan over
five years, between 2016 and 2020. Now in its third year,
this report provides an overview of the strategic plan
implementation, progress, and future actions for each of
the six interconnected strategic directions.
The Roadmap continues to enable the union to deliver
better member services by aligning resources to the six
strategic priority areas. As important, it provides a single
frame of reference to organize, guide and coordinate
activities.

Member and Activist Education
& Leadership Development

Activating Members,
Mentoring New Leaders
Strengthening our union
by providing education and
leadership development.

Dispute Resolution & Contract Administration

Securing Members’ Rights at Work
Supporting all members with
the best possible dispute resolution services.

Collective Bargaining

Activist Recruitment / Growth,
Outreach & Allies

Goal
To learn from the past while always thinking ahead to
continually improve each of our contracts and make
continuous progress to the conditions and terms of
employment for all members.

Collective Bargaining priorities are led by the President
and the Director of Labour Relations Services.
ONTARIO PUBLIC SERVICE (OPS)

Key Initiatives at a Glance

Collective Agreement Bargaining & Implementation

1.

Strengthen our bargaining power and capacity
through improved training, resources, tools and
support research services

The new OPS four-year contract began on April 1, 2018
although some of its features had already been
implemented.

2.

Establish clear roles, responsibilities and entitlements for bargaining team members

3.

Recruit bargaining teams with the best expertise,
knowledge and experience to represent concerns
and interests of our membership as a whole

Most of the provisions are unchanged from the collective
agreement that expired on March 31, 2018. Highlights of
the settlement that was ratified in June 2017 include:

Partnering for Strength,
Growing Our Influence

4.

Building relationships with key
players to grow our inf luence.

5.

Develop and communicate a member engagement,
consultation and mobilization plan well in advance
of bargaining
Continue to learn from the past through formal post
bargaining debriefs and membership surveys for all
of our contracts with all members and staff

6.

Renew and expand the Solidarity Pact with other
unions and strengthen our coalitions and strategic
alliances

7.

Ensure the preceding initiatives are applied to both
BPS and OPS bargaining units as appropriate

Communications

Making Meaningful Connections
with our Audiences

2018 Board Activity & Year Three Progress
Highlights

•

7.5% across-the-board salary increases over four
years, with a 1.5% increase in October 2017 (six
months early);

•

new lump-sum payments to red-circled employees;

•

new entitlements for dependent and elder care, a
ground-breaking accomplishment for the OPS;

•

repeal of the much-disliked Attendance Support
Management Program (ASMP); and

•

a new optional out-of-country medical insurance
program.

Through our constructive relationship with the OPS
Employer, AMAPCEO was able to accomplish much in
2018. Your union:
•

secured an agreement with the OPS Employer to
remove members from level 3 of the ASMP as of
December 31, 2017;

•

secured an agreement with the OPS Employer to
recognize medical notes from both Nurse Practitioners and Midwives in the new Employee Attendance Support Program;

•

established an ACERC working group to develop
standardized approaches to AMERCs, including the
development of joint Employer/Employee training
for all AMERC Representatives;

•

made recommendations to the Employer on how to
improve their Policy on Preventing Barriers in

Connect with members, the media,
employers, and the public.

Operations & Governance

Working Together for Members
Creating appropriate linkages between these two separate but
interrelated foundational priority areas: AMAPCEO’s operations and governance.
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Employment, in consultation with the AMAPCEO
Equity Committee;

•

settled another long-standing dispute with th
Employer that will see 150 new OPS employees/
positions added to the AMAPCEO membership from
management/excluded ranks;

•

secured an agreement from the Employer to provide
members who transitioned to Long Term Income
Protection (LTIP) post-2014, and who had Compensation Option Credits (COC) banks pre-dating 2014, the
ability to have stranded credits converted to vacation credits for payout;
called on the government to remove individual
names from the Sunshine List—while still publishing
salaries—to protect the personal privacy of public
servants, especially women.

•

provided feedback to the Employer on ESA changes
and their impact on Collective Agreement provisions,
and on OPS policies and procedures;

•

participated in a multi-bargaining agent negotiations with the OPS Employer regarding changes to
pregnancy and parental leave arising from the Fair
Workplaces, Better Jobs Act and changes to the Employment Insurance Act.

•

concluded the final editing and printing of the OPS
collective agreement.

Queen’s Park Reconstruction Project
From mid-2018 to early 2019, the OPS
Employer will be moving all employees
from the Queen’s Park precinct (Macdonald Block Complex) to three new temporary work locations:
•

315 Front Street West,

•

438 University Avenue, and

•

777 Bay Street.

quality of work-life and lifestyle concerns for
members (e.g. office configurations in new work
locations);

•

flexible work and Alternate Work Arrangements
(AWAs);

•

impacts on Job Security and Redeployment
provisions;

•

future of on-site fitness and childcare facilities both
during and after reconstruction; and

•

project management and communication with
members.

AMAPCEO has been clear with the OPS Employer about
open office designs, including the likelihood that it
will create a less productive work environment and
increased opportunities for interpersonal conflict. The
Employer has been unwilling to change course. Your
union will continue to monitor members’ experiences. AMAPCEO has an agreement with the Employer to
formally evaluate employees’ experiences to inform the
decant back to the Macdonald Block.
On a positive note, AMAPCEO took the position that the
reconstruction project should be designated as a Community Benefits Pilot. Community Benefits Agreements
allow local communities to have direct involvement in infrastructure projects, including through apprenticeships and local hiring,
environmental targets, and procurement.
We are pleased to report that in June of
2018, thanks in part to AMAPCEO pressure,
the Macdonald Block project was named as
one of five Community Benefits Pilot Projects across the province.

Macdonald Block

The project will directly impact up to 2,000 AMAPCEO
members who currently work in Macdonald Block and
will have ramifications for members in other locations as
ministries consolidate real estate portfolios in downtown
Toronto.
Since early 2017, AMAPCEO has focused on the following
six areas that will directly impact members. These topics
are raised monthly at the AMAPCEO-Central Employee
Relations Committee (ACERC), at the monthly “Multi-Bargaining Agent” meetings, where all OPS unions are represented, and directly with the senior leadership.
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Health and safety concerns, both prior to and after
the planned “decants”;

The Vice-President and Assistant to the President lead this special project.

an understanding on this matter, AMAPCEO leadership
has re-opened discussions with the OPS Employer on
how to best address this issue, along with the five-year
maintenance review of the Job Evaluation System.
AMAPCEO has retained an expert consultant to assist
with the planning and execution of the pay equity file.

•

an across-the-board increase of 1.5% retroactive to
October 1, 2017;
•

Collective Agreement Bargaining & Implementation
The Board of Directors receives regular
BPS bargaining updates from the President. During this past year, new collective
agreements were negotiated for five of the
BPS bargaining units.

across-the-board increases of 1% in
each of April 2019, October 2019, April 2020,
October 2020, April 2021 and October 2021;
• an increase in the number of personal
days from three to four; and

•
an increase in per-visit paramedical
service entitlements.

Office of the French Language Services
Four-year agreements were negotiated
OFLSC contract signing Commissioner (OFLSC)
for the Ontario Arts Council, the Office of
the Ontario Child Advocate (formerly the Office of the
In April 2018, AMAPCEO members at the Office of the
Provincial Advocate for Children & Youth), the Office of
French Language Services Commissioner voted to ratify
the French Language Services Commissioner, and Public
a new contract inclusive of significant gains in comHealth Ontario. A five-year Agreement was negotiated
pensation, leave and job security. Improvements to the
at Waypoint Centre for Mental Health. Details of these
Agreement include:
agreements are below.
•
an across-the-board increase of 1.5% retroactive to
Ontario Arts Council (OAC)
October 1, 2017;
In March 2018, AMAPCEO members at the Ontario Arts
Council accepted a four-year collective agreement effective from April 1, 2018 to March 31, 2022. The agreement
includes:
•

across-the-board wage increases of 1.5% per year, a
$750 signing bonus, and a 1% increase to maximum
salary ranges in 2020;

•

across the board increases of 1% in each of April
2019, October 2019, April 2020, October 2020, April
2021 and October 2021;

•

two new personal days for a total of five per year, no
longer provided at the Employer’s discretion; and

•

improvements to job security entitlements.

Public Health Ontario (PHO)

•

non-discretionary compassionate leave of three days;

•

call back pay and overtime gains for some of the
members; and

•

major gains for temporary members including:

In May 2018, AMAPCEO members at Public Health Ontario voted ‘yes’ to accept their proposed four-year contract.
The contract is effective from April 1, 2018 to March 31,
2022 and includes:

•

•

wage increases of 7.5% over the four-year period;

•

improved access to paid leave; and

•

new options for full-time fixed-term contract employees to opt into paid time off and health benefits.

Pay Equity

At the same time, the parties agreed to negotiate a new
Pay Equity Plan. With the parties having failed to reach

In April 2018, AMAPCEO members at the Office of the
Ontario Child Advocate ratified a new contract with important gains including:

BROADER PUBLIC SERVICE (BPS)

OPS Job Evaluation Maintenance Review and OPS
In 2012 OPS bargaining, the parties agreed to a Memorandum of Agreement on the implementation of a new
Job Evaluation System. Within that Agreement, the parties agreed to carry out a joint review of the Employer’s
ongoing maintenance of the Job Evaluation system every
five years starting from the Job Evaluation implementation date of October 1, 2013.

Office of the Ontario Child Advocate (OCA)

•

benefits coverage for temporary employees,
100% employer paid, following six months of
employment (not including long-term income
protection);
two Employment Standards Act, Personal
Emergency Leave days;

•

two paid personal days after six months’ service;

•

two paid sick days after six months’ service; and

•

paid days off for office closure (Christmas shut
down).

Waypoint Centre for Mental Health Care
In July 2018, AMAPCEO members at Waypoint Centre for
Mental Health Care accepted a five-year collective agreement effective from April 1, 2018 to March 31, 2023. The
agreement includes:
•

across-the-board wage increases of 1.4% (2018),
1.75% (2019), 1.75% (2020), and 1.75% (2021),
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followed by a match to the OPSEU central hospital
deal in 2022;
•

increased vacation time;

•

two paid personal days above the Employment
Standards Act;

•

slight increase to optical benefit coverage;

•

improvements to “on call” amounts; and

•

stronger right to representation language.

Job Evaluation and Pay Equity
Job evaluation—a comprehensive analysis of each
position—is currently being conducted at Health Quality
Ontario. Job evaluation has concluded at Waypoint and
Public Health Ontario, and both units are in the preliminary phase of negotiating a pay equity agreement.
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STRATEGIC DIRECTION #2:

Dispute Resolution
& Contract Administration
Goal
To provide the best possible contract and dispute
resolution support as possible to fulfill our legal and
moral obligation to support and protect all members.

2018 Board Activity & Year Three Progress
Highlights

Key Initiatives at a Glance

Dispute Resolution and Contract Administration priorities are also led by the President and the Director of
Labour Relations Services with the assistance of the two
Team Leads for Labour Relations Services Unit.

1.

Provide effective and professional Dispute Resolution services

Labour Relations Services and Disputes

2.

Implement a continuous services review process to
identify areas for potential improvement

3.

Support workplace representatives including increased involvement in the Formal Dispute Resolution process, and the development of clear roles and
responsibilities

4.

Make available education and training materials for
members and activists on dispute resolution processes and collective agreements

5.

Develop and implement feedback mechanisms on
disputes and contract administration services

This past year, each staff Workplace Advisor (WA) assisted with 13–18 active cases per month. In most cases, they
are working with volunteer Workplace Representatives
(WPR) in assisting members with issues/disputes. However, in some cases, the WA assists members directly.
In addition, WAs each respond to 300 emails and answer
30 calls per month.
Dispute Resolution Officers (DROs) assist members with
disputes once they reach the formal resolution stage in
the OPS or at stage two in the BPS. During the past year,
DROs have each been handling approximately 15–22
“active” disputes at any given time.
Dispute Resolution Officers also assist Workplace Advisors with case consultations and advice as required.
The combined teams of Workplace Advisors and Dispute
Resolution Officers have led to more consistent representation and more success at the informal or stage one
level. Besides presenting disputes at the formal resolution stage/stage two, Dispute Resolution Officers also
present disputes at both the OPS Classification Review
Subcommittee (CRSC) of the AMAPCEO Central Employee
Relations Committee (ACERC), and at the Article 27 Committee subcommittee of ACERC dealing with job security
and redeployment.
Support to Employee Relations Committees (ERCs), ACERCs
and other OPS Joint Committees
AMAPCEO’s Labour Relations unit staff provided support
to ERCs, ACERC and OPS Joint Committees. In the past
year, the staff provided support to the following committees:
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•

•

AMAPCEO Central Employee Relations Committee
(ACERC): The ACERC is a Central Employee Relations
Committee established to address AMAPCEO and
OPS Employer issues and concerns related to the
workplace between formal contract negotiations.
The mandate of the ACERC includes discussing issues
arising from the administration of the collective
agreement, operation of the joint committee processes, dealing with unresolved matters at the ministry
level and discussion of OPS-wide and cross ministry
initiatives involving changes to the workplace. The
ACERC meets monthly and is co-chaired by the Assistant Deputy Minister of the Employee Relations Division and the President of AMAPCEO. The Vice-President, the Director of Labour Relations Services, and
other assigned staff comprise the remainder of the
AMAPCEO team.
Employee Relations Committees (ERCs): ERCs are
joint AMAPCEO/Employer committees established at
the ministry level (OPS) or unit level (BPS) to discuss
and resolve matters of interest between the parties
including Ministry, unit or local issues arising from
the administration of the collective agreement, operation of the joint committee or the creation of local
sub-committees, dealing with matters unresolved at
the sub-committees of the ERC, discussion of local
ministry or unit initiatives involving workplace
changes affecting employees.

Dispute Resolution Officers and Labour Relations
Specialists provided professional staff support to
the Employee Relations Committees Representatives throughout 2018. Support for
sub-committees includes AMAPCEO Team
Leads and other assigned staff.
The OPS ACERC oversees certain joint
sub-committees including the following:
•

•
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The A27 Committee meets on an as-needed basis.
•

•

Employment Accommodation Working Group
(EAWG): A joint AMAPCEO/Employer working
group, the purpose of the EAWG is to attempt to
review and resolve any health accommodation or
health reassignment issues. The committee deals
with situations involving challenging employment
accommodation and/or where a member is seeking
relocation through the health reassignment process.

approximately 19% in 2017, the number of disputes
settled within the year held strong compared to
2016.
•

•

Joint Benefits Review Committee (JBRC): This
unique and highly specialized joint AMAPCEO/Employer committee addresses complaints by
AMAPCEO members that have not received their
proper entitlement to benefits under the collective
agreement’s Benefits Plans (e.g. Health, Dental, Long
Term Income Protection benefits). The JBRC deals
with benefits-related appeals including health and
dental claims and denials of Long-Term Income
Protection (LTIP). This committee is very active
with LTIP appeals representing almost all benefits
appeals.

AMAPCEO’s President designates authority for these
sub-committees to the Director of Labour Relations Services and/or the Team Lead for Dispute Resolution.
Dispute Resolution and Statistical Reports
The Board of Directors receives quarterly dispute data
and activity reports, and an annual Dispute Activity Report. The quarterly reports, which are also shared with
WPRs and ERC Representatives, include data dispute activity by BPS unit, OPS ministry, type
of disputes, as well as dispute settlements
negotiated within each quarter.
The annual Dispute Activity Report provides a statistical overview and data analysis of the dispute activity within each year
across the OPS and BPS. The data collected,
the approaches taken in dispute resolution,
together with reported results, demonstrate
your union’s success as an organization to deliver high-quality dispute resolution services.

Classification Review Subcommittee (CRSC): A subcommittee of ACERC,
the CRSC is a joint AMAPCEO/Employer
AMERC Reps meeting
committee with responsibility to address
disputes where an OPS employee alleges
their position is improperly classified. The parties
Some highlights from the 2017 Disputes Activity Report
complete most of the work on disputes offline as
include:
opposed to in scheduled meetings.
•
Total dispute activity decreased in 2017 from 2016
Article 27 Committee (A27): This is a joint
by approximately 17%. Decreases could be attributAMAPCEO/Employer committee whose purpose is
ed to greater WPR education, the WPR Mentorship
to address disputes arising from the application,
program, elimination of the ASMP, satisfaction with
interpretation and administration of Article 27 (Job
renewed collective agreements, or any number of
Security and Redeployment) of the OPS agreement.
other variables. While Formal dispute activity fell by

Workplace harassment and discrimination issues
continue to be the most disputed workplace issues
for all AMAPCEO members, followed by accommodation / return-to-work, discipline and discharge, and
the OPS Attendance Management System (ASMP).
The ERCs with the highest dispute activity in 2017
were those of the Ministry of Health and Long-Term
Care (MOHLTC), the Ministry of the Attorney General (MAG), and the Ministry
of Government and Consumer Services
(MGCS). This stands to reason given
the number of members in MOHLTC
and MGCS and given the well-publicized workplace issues within MAG.
The ERCs with the highest disputes to
member ratios however, were all from
the BPS: HQO, Waypoint, OCA, and
OAC, which also makes sense given the
relatively small number of members in
each.

•

ERC consultations with ERC Representatives at an allOPS ERC Representatives meeting in February 2018
on standardizing ERC meeting agendas and Terms of
Reference, and a “Best Practices” Toolkit;

•

hosting a BPS ERC Representatives meeting as part of
the BPS forum in May 2018;

•

enhancing our staff supports and services for ERC
Representatives by successfully negotiating an
agreement to allow additional AMAPCEO staff to join
AMERCs;
• working with the OPS Employer on standardizing approaches to AMERCs, which
includes joint training for all AMERC Representatives. AMAPCEO successfully negotiated a Terms of Reference, Agenda Template,
Best Practices Guide, ACERC Referral Form,
and an ACERC Referral Process;
• revising and updating the ERC Representatives appointment/reappointment
policy and delivered presentations of the
new policy at the October 2018 ERC Representatives meeting;

ERC Research Study
• successfully launching an AMERC advoThe percent of disputes resolved or
cacy campaign on the Queen’s Park Reconwithdrawn at mediation in 2017 instruction Project;
creased by 2% compared to 2016. In addition, there
were more arbitration decisions issued on AMAPCEO
•
launching our new AMERC Community of Practice
disputes in 2017 (twelve) than there were in previous
“pilot” with four AMERCs; and
years (for instance, three in 2016, and ten in 2015).
•
hosting ERC Representatives meetings at the
Strengthening Employee Relations Committees Research Study
AMAPCEO office in February and October 2018.
– Phase One Update
The Vice-President and the Director of Labour Relations
In 2016, an Employee Relations Committee (ERC) Reco-lead this special project with assistance from the Team
search Study was initiated to explore the scope of ERCs
Leads for Labour Relations and Dispute Resolution.
and recommend ways to strengthen and improve them
New Appointment Policy for WPRs and ERC Representatives
functionally. The study objectives included identifying
In January 2018, the Labour Relations Unit provided
supports needed to improve the function of ERCs, better
advice to the Board of Directors on comprehensive
connecting OPS AMERC issues with ACERC and ascertainrevisions to the Workplace Representative Appointment
ing our ability to collectively apply pressure on the OPS
and Reappointment Policy which were subsequently
Employer.
approved. Extensive revisions to the Employee Relations
Implementation of the approved proposals will be done
Committee Appointment and Reappointment policy were
through three Phases:
approved by the Board of Directors in May 2018. The
•
Phase One: Strengthening Supports;
new ERC appointment and re-appointment policy will
become effective on January 1, 2019.
•
Phase Two: Building Capacity; and
•

•

Phase Three: Facilitating Expanded Learning.

Throughout the last twelve months, your union has been
moving ahead with Phase One initiatives, which included:

RADAR (Registry of AMAPCEO Dispute Activity and Resolution)
On April 25, 2017, RADAR was successfully launched for
all OPS Workplace Representatives to record, track, and
confidentially store information related to workplace
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issues and disputes.
AMAPCEO Workplace Advisors continue to advise both
OPS Workplace Representatives and OPS members on
how to use RADAR. In addition, RADAR training has now
been included in the WPR Core Training program.

was held on June 12, 2018 with 115 WPRs attending the
day-long event. The Conference included:
•

a labour relations update from the President;

•

a panel discussion on Mental Health and the Workplace Representative;

Staff also continue to monitor the system
itself and work with the developers to
improve the functionality of the system
and address any technical issues.
In mid-2018, we launched a review of
RADAR, which included seeking feedback
directly from OPS WPRs on how they use
the system, the usefulness of current information and educational resources on the
system, and recommendations for both minor
and major improvements.

•

recognition of our WPR Mentors;
•

an overview on how to effectively use
RADAR to track disputes;

• a discussion of Community Benefits,
in connection to the OPS’s Queen’s Park
Reconstruction Project; and

RADAR training

In 2019, additional efforts will be made to increase WPR
use of the system, including:
•

targeted WPR communications campaign to promote
the advantages of using RADAR;

•

revising the website, so that it is easier for members
to use RADAR; and

•

direct member communications on the benefits of
using RADAR should they need the assistance of a
WPR.

Workplace Representatives’ Mentorship Program
The Workplace Representative Mentorship Program
began in October 2016 and the inaugural class of mentees graduated in October 2017. Since then, we have had
three sets of mentees graduate from core programming.
All feedback from the mentors and mentees has been
positive.
There are currently 19 Mentors (including two from the
BPS) supporting two to four Mentees each. Recruitment has started for up to five new Mentors
to prepare for our growing number of new
Workplace Representatives. AMAPCEO
continues to monitor the program, solicit
feedback from both mentors and mentees,
and review the program accordingly.

•
a panel on the role of millennials in the
public service, which was recorded for an
episode of the Atkinson Foundation podcast
Just Work It.

Revised Introductory Health & Safety Representative
Training was first delivered in late 2017, and six full-day
mandatory training sessions were held between September and November 2018. In all, your union trained
approximately 100–120 Health & Safety Representatives
in 2018. Follow-up training for the remainder of Representatives will occur in 2019.
Two Health & Safety Representatives tele-town halls
were led by the President and Vice-President in April and
October of 2018. Work to continually improve the health
and safety information contained on our main website is
ongoing, together with improved information and support material contained on the Health & Safety Representative Resources portal.
This special project is overseen by the Director of
Labour Relations Services and the Team Lead for Labour
Relations.

Workshops included the following topics: Better Conversations About Mental Health in the Workplace; OPS
Employee and Family Assistance Program (EFAP) Orientation; Advanced Advocacy and Communications Skills;
and Return to Work and Accommodation.
On March 28, 2018, AMAPCEO held the first of two TeleTown Halls. 50 WPRs attended the teleconference, which
included a Labour Relations update from AMAPCEO’s
President, an update on changes to the WPR Appointment and Re-Appointment Policy, as well as an educational session dealing with how to prepare for a Stage
One (BPS) or Informal Stage (OPS) meeting with the
Employer.
On October 23, 2018, we held our second and final TeleTown Hall for 2018.
Support to Health, Safety and Wellness Program
AMAPCEO is continuing the rebuild of its Health, Safety
and Wellness Program with Labour Relations staff continue to provide leadership and support to
AMAPCEO’s central Health, Safety, & Wellness
Committee.

We have successfully negotiated a
mandatory quarterly disclosure list of all
AMAPCEO OPS Health & Safety Representatives from the OPS Employer. The aim is to
The Vice-President leads this program with
track future Health & Safety Representative
assistance from the Team Lead for Dispute
incumbents and vacancies in a centralized
Resolution.
database in 2019. Labour Relations staff
WPR
Conference
will work with Membership Services staff
2018 Workplace Representatives’ Conference and
to develop a new recruitment strategy to fill
Workplace Representatives Tele-Town Halls
identified representation gaps.
The 2018 Annual Workplace Representatives’ Conference
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STRATEGIC DIRECTION #3:

Member and Activist Education
& Leadership Development
Goal
To educate, train, and engage members to create the next
generation of leaders. Our union will be stronger, more
united, and more effective with a broader activist base
that reflects the full diversity of our membership.

Key Initiatives at a Glance
1.

Develop new and innovative ways to deliver education in various formats, including the consideration
of changing demographics and diversity of our
membership

2.

Develop and roll-out a formal leadership development program to empower current and future
activists

3.

4.

5.

Expand the scope of membership education and
training initiatives to increase AMAPCEO’s presence
and reach
Provide relevant and accessible educational and informational materials to support and assist activists
in performing their roles
Broaden educational topics to include additional
skills type training that go beyond the traditional
Collective Agreement and workplace-specific issues

•

Two Train-the-Trainer workshops were
offered to a combination of AMAPCEO
staff and activists in May and November 2018.

•

Trained members helped facilitate a
workshop on Courageous Conversations
at the June Activists and Leaders Forum,
and will participate in the launch of a
series of revamped informational workshops in the late fall of 2018 and/or early
winter of 2019.

2018 Board Activity & Year Three Progress
Highlights
Educational priorities are led by the Vice-President and
the Director of Membership Services.
At its March 2018 strategic planning session, the Board
of Directors approved an overarching Education Policy Statement, to guide the development of AMAPCEO’s
education program as follows: “AMAPCEO’s Education
Program is guided by a commitment to delivering a wide
range of creative and engaging educational and training
curricula. These inclusive and accessible opportunities
will ensure that all AMAPCEO members can understand
the value of their union, their role within it, and how
their union fits into the broader labour and social justice
movements.”

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

The Learning Foundation

Facilitating Expanded Learning

Refining Offerings & The Plan

April 2017—April 2018

April 2018—December 2020

January 2021—December 2021

In April, the Vice-President and two Education
Officers presented the Five-Year Education Plan at
the annual meeting of UALE (United Association for
Labour Education) in Seattle, Washington.

•

AMAPCEO staff co-ordinated the organization of a
series of ten workshops for mid-career AMAPCEO
members offered by the Ontario Pension Board
in various locations around the province.
The OPB has agreed to work with us to
offer additional sessions in 2019;

•

Three major workshops were offered
at the Activist and Leaders Forum: “Developing a District Profile: A Tool for
Union Building” at the February 2018
meeting; “Courageous Conversations,”
as previously noted, at the June meeting; and leadership training offered by
Ryerson University’s Institute for Change
Leaders, at the September meeting.

•

The second course, “Equity and Inclusion: Activate
Your Power,” was launched in September 2018.

•

The Workplace Representative Mentorship Program
continued to build, and all new Workplace Representatives were assigned an experienced and trained
Mentor.

•

The launch of a new member facilitator model,
where a pool of competent trainers mentor or train

Train-the-Trainer workshop

•

The Education Committee has continued to work
on formalizing education requirements for elected
AMAPCEO volunteer roles, and at the time of writing,
a policy proposal is being presented to the 2018 Annual Delegates’ Conference (ADC) for consideration.

•

Two core Workplace Representative training sessions were held in 2018—one in March and
the other in October. Each core training
session has been thoroughly updated and
expanded from two to three days. Beginning in 2019, the core sessions will
be offered three times a year instead
of twice a year.

•

Education staff delivered two sessions
of Advanced Workplace Representative
training, a workshop for members of
Employee Relations Committees (ERCs),

Major achievements to date in Phase Two are below.
In February 2018, following a Delegates’ beta
launch in 2017, the first foundational course titled
“AMAPCEO: My Union” was accessible to the
general membership on our new Learning Management System (LMS).

Education Portal

•

Phase Two of Learning for the Future: AMAPCEO’s FiveYear Education Plan (originally adopted in March 2017),
began April 1, 2018, and will extend through to April
2020.

•
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and facilitated workshops at the 2018 annual
Workplace Representatives’ Conference in
June; at the Annual Delegates’ Conference in
December; and as part of a revamped training program being offered to AMAPCEO’s
Health & Safety Representatives.

other members.

WPR Core Training
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STRATEGIC DIRECTION #4:

Activist Recruitment/Growth,
Outreach & Allies
Goal
To build strategic relationships with our allies in labour
and in local communities, as well as with the employer
and workers in need of representation to grow our
power and influence.

2018 Board Activity & Year Three Progress
Highlights

Key Initiatives at a Glance

All Growth and Outreach related priorities are led by
the President along with the assistance of the Assistant
to the President, Director of Labour Relations Services,
Team Lead for Labour Relations, Director of Membership
Services or Team Lead for Member Engagement.

1.

Develop a formal plan and engage in new strategies
for highly focused organizing and growth

Growth Strategy

2.

Position AMAPCEO as the only alternative for Ontario’s Professional Employees

3.

4.
5.

Build more community connections to strengthen
linkages and collaborate with the broader labour
movement, community groups and relevant coalitions
Build AMAPCEO’s brand recognition by considering
increased sponsorship and outreach opportunities
Build AMAPCEO activists base through strategic
recruitment

In 2016, the AMAPCEO Board of Directors created a
“Growth Strategy Working Group” as a sub-committee of
the Board, to explore opportunities to continue to build
AMAPCEO’s membership.
In 2017 and 2018, the Group consisted of President
Dave Bulmer, Vice-President Cynthia Watt, and Directors Jane Colonna, Angela Freeman, and Cesar Furtado, and AMAPCEO staff. In 2017, the Group developed
AMAPCEO’s “Growth and Organizing Policy” which was
approved by the Board at its June 2017 meeting. In early
2018, the Group began work on a “Growth and Organizing Strategy” that set clear goals and targets to operationalize the approved policy.
The Growth and Organizing Policy updated previous
iterations of the policy, dating back to AMAPCEO’s early
years as a union. The policy now identifies parameters
around growth through bargaining unit integrity and
exclusion challenges, and organizing of new bargaining
units of unrepresented employees.
The new strategy sets specific goals and targets, specifically around opportunities for organizing.
AMAPCEO Advocacy Day
In October 2017, AMAPCEO held its first Queen’s Park
Advocacy Day, coordinated between the President’s
Office and the Membership Engagement team.
The event’s goals included building our profile and
strengthening relationships with elected officials at
Queen’s Park, as well as providing training and
development opportunities for activists.
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Sixteen activists participated, including Board Directors
and activists from Districts across the province. A fullday training session was developed for participants that
included sessions on developing narrative and advocacy
skills.
The sixteen meetings that were held on
October 18 included members from all three
parties, and then-ministers and parliamentary assistants. Many MPPs held meetings
on different days, and others attended the
reception hosted by AMAPCEO at the end
of the day.

MPPs, and has held preliminary many meetings with
new Ministers, opposition MPPs, and new and
re-appointed Deputy Ministers.
As always, AMAPCEO focuses significant outreach attention on the senior civil service and we meet regularly
with the Secretary of Cabinet and Deputies
across the OPS, as well as BPS leadership.
Alliances and Partnerships
AMAPCEO has built many new relationships and strengthened and evolved many
existing ones.

Broadbent Institute
AMAPCEO developed new communications
materials for the day, including a booklet and
AMAPCEO continues to partner with BroadAMAPCEO message guide. This work was
bent through attendance at its Fall Gala and
Advocacy Day
supported by and complemented the “Ontario
Spring Summit and through use of Broadbent
Professional Employees at Work” advertising campaign.
fellows as keynote speakers, panelists or educators at
A second Advocacy Day is being considered for winter
2019.
2018 Election Campaign
Over the course of the last provincial election, AMAPCEO
ran its largest ever member and voter engagement campaign. The campaign included paid advertising in strategic locations, with the message “Vote for Public Services”
and featured AMAPCEO members at work. AMAPCEO
developed a party survey as well as a candidate “Pledge
for Public Services.” Using a dedicated section of the
website, members were asked to contact local candidates and encourage them to take the pledge.
Several NDP and Green Party candidates
participated.

our various events. Broadbent events permit AMAPCEO
tremendous opportunities to network with a multitude
of related and interesting stakeholders, and to hear from
presenters on industry leading advocacy efforts.
This year, AMAPCEO was asked to attend a regional
event in Winnipeg, with President Dave Bulmer provided
an opportunity to speak with the many Prairie stakeholders about AMAPCEO, its unique professional approach
and about challenges that lay ahead with a provincial
transition in government.
While there contacts from Manitoba and Alberta were
pursued as part of AMAPCEOs involvement
with PUNC (detailed below).
Ryerson Centre for Labour Management
Relations (CLMR)

AMAPCEO has a long history as a non-partisan union, and we are proud of our
AMAPCEO formally partnered with the
history of working with the Rae, Harris,
CLMR in 2018 and since been quite engaged
Eves, McGuinty, and Wynne governments.
on several levels. President Bulmer sits on
We believe that an independent civil service
the CLMR Advisory Committee, has taught a
is crucial to the success of our government.
couple of Industrial Relations courses, sat
At the same time, we are keenly aware of
Pledge for Public Services on an Impact of Artificial Intelligence Panel,
the potential threats posed to members, to
and presented a workshop in a series dediOntario, and to all unions in this province
cated to union organizing.
by the new government. We are dedicated to protecting
The latter included a detailed presentation outlining
members interests, every day.
AMAPCEO’s unique creation, it’s early year and its expoAMAPCEO will continue to develop and pursue strong
nential growth over recent time.
working relationships with elected members of provinThe CLMR hosts many educational events over the
cial parliament in the Progressive Conservative governcourse of the year as well as many networking opportument caucus, the official opposition NDP caucus, and
nities. The unique aspect of these events is that they are
among independent Green and Liberal MPPs. President
inclusive of employee and employer representatives,
Dave Bulmer sent congratulatory messages to elected
and as such AMAPCEO gets to obtain a management
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perspective on labour relations while influencing both
sides on its professional, alternative resolution approach
to labour/management relations.
Professional Unions Network of Canada
Over 2017–2018, AMAPCEO spearheaded a partnership
between your union and PIPSC and AFCO (both federal),
the SPGQ (Quebec) and PEA (BC)—all professional
public services unions—in efforts to better
represent its members through campaign
and bargaining collaboration and shared
services. AMAPCEO acts as Network Secretariat and in doing so, hosted the group
in June, for the group’s first ever PUNC
Forum. The group heard from a variety of
subject matter experts on the politics of the
day—nation-wide—and entertained prospective new members from Newfoundland.

PUNC Conference

The group meets two or three times per
year to plan, collaborate and to stage the
forum with 2019’s production occurring in either Quebec
or British Columbia.
AMAPCEO believes this key partnership will more than
compensate for our frustrated efforts to join the Canadian Labour Congress, Ontario Federation of Labour, and
the Toronto & York Region Labour Council, all of whom
we nonetheless maintain arm’s length relationships with
despite affiliation issues.
Public Services International (PSI)
In October, AMAPCEO’s Board agreed to join Public
Services International (PSI) for a three-year trial. PSI is
a global umbrella organization for unions in the public
sector. The organization represents 700 member unions,
and more than 20 million public sector workers around
the world. PSI is part of the global structure of labour
organizations, which includes the International Labour
Organization (ILO). In addition to research on public
services and unionism, PSI develops campaigns and
works collaboratively to build public services and public
service unions.
Toronto & York Region Labour Council, the Canadian
Centre for Policy Alternatives, the United Way and
Toronto Community Benefits Network
AMAPCEO has supported these organizations by regularly hosting and providing meeting space, and through
various sponsorships. Representatives from these groups
have in turn attended AMAPCEO functions as keynote
speakers or presenters or supported our endeavours
with valued research or input.
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STRATEGIC DIRECTION #5:

Communications
Goal
To effectively connect with members, labour allies,
employers, advocacy groups, media and the public with
modern-multi-channeled strategic communications to
build confidence and trust and increase understanding
in all areas.

Key Initiatives at a Glance
1.

Develop a communications strategy for AMAPCEO
to become a more unified and effective voice for all
members

2.

Expand and enhance communication tools and adopt
strategic approaches to reach, inform and communicate with members and activists

3.

Develop new ways to increase two-way communication and provide feedback mechanisms

4.

Focus on internal membership and activist communications, while telling key audiences who AMAPCEO
is and what we stand for

5.

Consider key resources to allow AMAPCEO to wage
focused and strategic mobilizing and bargaining
campaigns

2018 Board Activity & Year Three Progress
Highlights
Communications priorities are led by the President and
the Director of Membership Services.
CAMPAIGNS
“Fix the Sunshine List” campaign
AMAPCEO’s annual campaign to fix the Sunshine List
took a different tone this year after it was revealed that
the publication of the list allowed a stalker to locate an
OPS member and continue to harass her. More than
1,000 people signed a petition to anonymize the Sunshine
List. Petitions were delivered to then-Premier Kathleen Wynne, then-Minister of Finance Charles Sousa,
then-President of the Treasury Board Eleanor McMahon
and Secretary of Cabinet Steve Orsini. The government
has pledged to refer the issue to the new President of the
Treasury Board.
“AMAPCEO Votes” campaign
The union’s most comprehensive election-related campaign so far, AMAPCEO Votes was a strategic campaign
designed to advance AMAPCEO’s top member concerns
in the 2018 provincial election. The union surveyed the
three major political parties on issues of critical concerns
to AMAPCEO members and published the results online.
AMAPCEO also created the Pledge for Public Services,
a commitment for candidates to act on those
issues. Lastly, the union also created an online
tool where members could enter their home
address to determine their riding.
“Working for Ontario” Campaign

AMAPCEO’s newest campaign is aimed at
furthering the progress made by the earlier
“Ontario’s Professional Employees at Work”
by very specifically staking a space in every
Tom Kasanda for the
workplace province-wide. Over the coming
months a mass distribution of promotion“Working for Ontario”
al items—magnets, decals and branded
Campaign
mugs—will be circulated to members in
hopes of increasing workplace visibility and member
engagement and solidarity.
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“Ontario’s Professional Employees at Work” campaign
Our successful “Ontario’s Professional Employees at
Work” campaign was continued and expanded in 2018
with the addition of four new member profiles, bringing
the total to twelve. This campaign, AMAPCEO’s most ambitious, was featured on transit and billboards in three
regions of the province – and continues to date as part of
our new “Working for Ontario” campaign.
OTHER COMMUNICATIONS INITIATIVES
New OPS Collective Agreement Videos
As part of the new OPS collective agreement toolkits, Communications staff
developed a series of short videos – starring
several WPR mentors – and detailing in
layman’s terms the key things members need
to know about prominent articles in their
Sophie Georgas in an
collective agreement provisions. Videos
OPS Collective Agreement
on fixed term employees’ rights, paid and
video
unpaid leaves, special and compassionate
leave, overtime, and alternative work arrangements were featured in the series, which is available on the AMAPCEO website.
Welcome to Ontario’s Professional Employees’ Union Booklet
AMAPCEO staff developed a booklet, now distributed to
all new members, introducing them to their union, the
benefits to which they are entitled, and the importance
of becoming a signed AMAPCEO member.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION #6:

Operations & Governance
Goal
To create more linkages and synergy between the Board
and staff to eliminate gaps, increase efficiency, and
improve communication in all our work. Guided by the
principle of ‘members first’, we will ensure we have
enough professional staff doing the right work with the
right support to carry out operations and provide members with the service they expect and deserve. Working
together, we will accomplish our objectives while maintaining financial stability and responsibility.

Social Media
AMAPCEO continues its presence on
Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn, where its
audience is growing and more engaged than
ever before.
Website

AMAPCEO Bulletin Board
in an OPS workplace

2018 marked a major content review and
reorganization on amapceo.ca. Work is also
underway on the launch of a redesigned home page and
Member My Homepage to provide visitors with more information at a glance in a cleaner, easier-to-use format.
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Governance Priorities are led by the President and Executive Director with assistance from the Assistant to the
President. Operations Priorities are led by the Executive
Director who is assisted by the greater Management
Team. The Executive Director oversees Strategic Planning processes with assistance from the entire Management Team.
GOVERNANCE MEETINGS AND APPOINTMENTS

Key Initiatives at a Glance

Board of Directors

1.

Review the organizational structure to bring greater
clarity between operational and governance roles
and responsibilities

2.

Provide increased education and training support
for both staff and elected officers of the Association

Since the 2017 Annual Delegates’ Conference (ADC), the
Board held eleven regular meetings over 20 days, held
two special teleconferences and one special in-person
meeting.

3.

Ensure business continuity and continue to improve
member services

4.

Continue to improve financial planning to maintain
the Association’s strong financial stability and economic sustainability

5.

Expand and strengthen Government and stakeholder
relations

6.

Maximize linkages at all levels between
staff, the elected leadership, and the
Board of Directors

Bulletin Boards
A new suite of materials was designed in-house
for AMAPCEO activists to display in the workplace. All posters are also available on the
AMAPCEO website for easy sharing.

2018 Board Activity & Year Three Progress
Highlights

In accordance with the AMAPCEO constitution, at its inaugural meeting of the year, the Board held elections for
Chair and Vice-Chair. Angela Freeman (Mowat/Hearst)
was elected Chair, and Cesar Furtado (Frost/Hepburn)
was elected Vice-Chair. The President thanked outgoing
Chair Peter Dewar for his service to the Board and in
guiding the Board through its first year under the new
governance structure.

Since 2015, AMAPCEO Board of Directors has adopted
the practice of holding one meeting per year
outside of Toronto and including a membership event as part of its itinerary so as to
expose Board Directors to another part of
the province and to enable local members
to meet with the Board. Previous sessions
have been held in Kingston, London and
Sudbury and this year, the Board met in
Peterborough. Eastern Ontario Director Jason
Gartshore welcomed everyone to the city
2017 Annual
in which he and approximately 350 other
Delegates’ Conference members work and arranged for a presentation from Melissa Marsh, an AMAPCEO
member and Emergency Manager Advisor at the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry. The Board also
hosted a meet and greet style lunch for local members.
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Executive Committee

make annotations and notes.

Since the 2017 ADC, the Board’s Executive Committee
held eleven regular and two special teleconferences.

Board Education

Standing Committees & Director Portfolios
As per the regular practice, the Board elected members
to all its six standing committees at its February meeting.
The Board reviewed the process for selecting Board Committee Chairs and Liaisons to all its six standing committees and agreed to formalize the process of choosing
Board portfolios through an amendment to its existing
policy 5.02 – Board Committee Principles.
The process as governed by Article 35c of the Constitution states that the Directors shall be assigned portfolios by the greater Board. The amended policy change
adopted by the Board, facilitated this process whereby
the President shall at the inaugural annual meeting of
the Board seek and collect interest from all Directors in
relation to their potential assignment to Board and ADC
Committees. The President will subsequently propose a
portfolio composition with an accompanying rationale,
to the greater Board for its consideration and approval.
All such appointments are made for a one-year term
(typically February to February).
The Board approved the 2018 Committee Mandate Letters and Board Director Portfolios. Mandate letters are
prepared by the President, approved by the Board and issued to all committees so as to outline clear expectations.
The Board appointed a total of 9 AMERC/ERC representatives in 2018.
ORIENTATION, TRAINING, AND
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
Board Year-In-Review Survey

Since 2016, the Board has employed an education
schedule at Board meetings.
Early in the year, the Board was provided with governance training by an outside academic expert on “Foundations of Good Governance”. Other sessions throughout
the year included topics such as Team Development,
Finance Fundamentals, Board/Interpersonal Dynamics,
an overview of Key Performance Indicators, and advanced chairing techniques. Board members also took
advantage of numerous third-party education opportunities, including attending conferences at Ryerson
University, the University of Toronto and the Broadbent
Institute’s Progress Summit.
Board Orientation
AMAPCEO undertook extensive governance orientation
earlier this year. The orientation included a review of all
Board policies, an overview of the Carver model of good
governance, Constitutional rules and authorities, Delegation of Authority, and specific responsibilities related to
financial decisions and Board operations.
ADC Planning and Continuous Improvements
At the December 2017 Board meeting, the Board engaged
in a post-ADC debrief and discussed several improvements for the ADC, including the timing of preparation
of materials, including the annual report, the timing of
workshops, and the fact that the workshop attendance
was very high at the 2017 ADC. They also discussed
the use of the Oath of Office, with consensus
that this was very positive, and the process of
reading the Oath as a group. The Board considered how best to promote attendance of
Delegates and Alternates, as well as how to
encourage members to stay through to the
end of the session each day. Several directors noted that the positive tone of the ADC
encouraged new delegates.

For its ongoing development and to ensure
relevance, the Board reviewed a report on
findings from the 2017 Board exit survey. The report highlighted many positive
indications as well as several opportunities for
improvement. A high level of satisfaction
AMAPCEO’s 2018 Board
was noted with the preparation of a Board
of Directors taking the
Decisions Summary which was adopted as a
Oath of Office
standard practice this year.
Following a successful trial by the Executive
Committee and a presentation from staff, the Board at
its December 2017 meeting agreed to utilize and adopt
the “Diligent” Board software as its primary means of
conducting Board meetings. The portal provides a secure
method for the Board to read electronic documents and
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The Board confirmed that AMAPCEO will
continue to host the ADC on weekdays for
the 2018 and 2019 events, with a longer-term decision to be made following the
2019 conference.

For the 2018 ADC, the Board considered succession
planning for AMAPCEO’s long-standing parliamentarian,
James Lochrie, who has indicated his intention to retire
within the next two years. The Executive Committee
struck a search committee and conducted a national

search for a new parliamentarian. The search committee
consisted of President Dave Bulmer, Board Chair Angela
Freeman, Executive Director Anthony Pizzino, and Assistant to the President Anthony Schein. The committee selected, and the Board unanimously approved Ashkon
Hashemi to be nominated as parliamentarian
for the 2018 ADC. James Lochrie will also be
nominated this year in a transitional role.
The decision to appoint the parliamentarian is ultimately made by delegates at the
start of each convention.

2.

Member and Activist Engagement: Member engagement focuses on how well AMAPCEO’s operations delivers its value.

3.

Membership and Organizational Growth: The
membership and organizing KPI measures organizational scale, and ultimately organizational
health and influence. This KPI is also a proxy
for organization effectiveness (and growth
in other strategic opportunities around
partnerships, innovation and policy development)

STRATEGIC PLANNING

4. Employee Engagement: This KPI measures how the key drivers of AMAPCEO—its
The Board of Directors met over three days in
staff—are engaged in their roles as key conCaledon for its 2018 Strategic Planning sestributors and implementers of the strategic
sion. Each year, AMAPCEO’s Board allocates
Parliamentarian
plan and their connection to the organizafocused time to review the successes and
James (Jim) Lochrie
tion’s mission and purpose.
challenges of the previous year, to prepare
for the next year, and to plan for AMAPCEO’s long term
Led by the office of the Executive Director and working
future. As per the past practice, the session was strucwith an external consultant to facilitate the process,
tured around the six strategic priorities of the five-year
the KPIs were validated and established early in 2018
strategic plan. Each priority is examined with a review
through comprehensive internal consultations. Final
of the past year’s progress, detailed updates on projects
recommendations were presented to the Board and work
and initiatives followed by a fulsome discussion of inhas been underway to implement the four KPIs and othyear and emerging priorities. Throughout the session,
er recommendations as approved by the Board. Implethe Board also brainstormed ideas for future actions,
mentation of the KPI project includes collecting the first
as AMAPCEO’s moves into the second-half of its current
set of baseline results through KPI-specific membership
five-year strategic plan.
and activist surveys this year, ahead of the Board’s 2019
annual Strategic Planning session.
In addition to the planning component, Board Directors
and senior staff spent some valuable team building time
TRANSITION TO THE NEW GOVERNANCE
together, where relationships were strengthened in
AND REPRESENTATION MODEL
effort to move AMAPCEO’s good work forward.
On December 31, 2017, AMAPCEO completed its first year
Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
of operation under a new governance and representation structure, established by the Delegates at a special
At the planning session, the Board endorsed the impledelegates conference in June 2016.
mentation of four Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
to measure the union’s strategic progress over time.
As of January 1, 2017, the previous structure of 23 minThe KPIs are measurable values that demonstrate how
istry and regional chapters (which varied considerably
effective an organization is at achieving their key purin size) was replaced by 12 geographic Districts, each
pose. For us, it is an organization-wide strategic
representing approximately the same number
indicator for measuring what truly matters at
of members. The previous bi-cameral system
AMAPCEO and to evaluate the implementaof a 32-member Provincial Council and a
tion success of our Five-year Strategic Plan
nine-member Board was also replaced with
Roadmap. The four KPIs are:
a single Board of Directors of 16 members:
the four executive officers who continue to
1. Member and Activist Satisfaction
be elected indirectly by the Delegates, plus
and Enrichment: This KPI directly
twelve Directors, each elected directly by
measures AMAPCEO’s effectiveness
and from the members in their Districts. Deleand efficiency at delivering its services
gates, who were previously elected at large
to its members and activists. Member
Meeting in the
from Chapters, are now elected at large
satisfaction is about the value provided
Ottawa Community
within seven Districts and from designated
to member from the union.
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member engagement issues. The communities (e.g.
Ottawa, London, or Sudbury) had previously existed
under the old Chapter system. In 2018, lead activists
in the remaining seven Districts were also named
Community Leads albeit ‘at-large’ (e.g. for buildings
etc.) within the greater urban District. Community
Leads also represent their Districts at the ALF.

communities in five Districts.
During the second year (2018) of the new governance
structure, several governance policy decisions were
made as part of the evolution of our new governance
structure.
1.

2.

3.

4.
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Establishing a District Operating Policy: The
District Operating Policy was reviewed at each Board
meeting in 2017 for refinement and was finalized
and approved by the Board at the March 2018
Strategic Planning session. The policy incorporates
elements from an earlier approved Governance
Information Bulletin and input from District Directors and staff. It provides a clear and consistent
policy framework to guide District Directors, District
Executive Committees and AMAPCEO staff in the
governance and operation of Districts.
Revisions to Board Leave Policy: In late 2016, the
President was able to negotiate a doubling of employee paid leave for union governance. Subsequently, in March 2017, the Board revised its Board Leave
Policy to specify the process under which District
Directors and their designees are provided with
employer-paid leave to work on District business
under Article 8.3 of the OPS Collective Agreement.
The Director has the sole authority to designate a
District executive member and/or a community lead
per community to share this leave, subject to the
President’s approval, with leave intended to be used
for District planning and engagement, up to
a cumulative total of three paid days of
leave per calendar month.

5.

6.

Clarity on District Operations: In February 2018,
a comprehensive report on District Functions, Roles
and Responsibilities was developed by staff through
consultation with the twelve District Directors,
and was adopted as a District Functions, Roles and
Responsibilities Guide that to be used as an ongoing
resource for District operation.
Resources and other ongoing initiatives:
•

Provision of a Director’s Toolkit that was developed to assist in meeting members, signing up
new members and recruiting activists.

•

Development of the AMAPCEO Election Guide to
provide an easily-accessible, authoritative and
permanent source of information for members
regarding the AMAPCEO nomination and election process.

•

Housekeeping amendments to the constitution
and by-laws to enshrine the language of “Communities” and “Districts” consistently throughout our Constitution.
• Ongoing Spring and Fall general membership meetings with the President and the
Vice-President and District Directors.

District Budget Policy: In March 2017,
• Several centrally organized provinthe Board approved a District Budget
cial-level member engagement activities
Policy, which sets out the process for
and events included: Lunch and Learns,
drafting and approving the annuand a variety of summer social events (ice
al District budget and guidelines for
cream days and pub nights) organized by
expense categories, including hosting
District Directors on an ongoing basis.
District Executive and general memAs AMAPCEO nears completion of its second
bership meetings, funding other events Activists & Leaders Forum
year under the new governance model, the
and covering administrative costs. The
Board continues to work collaboratively to ensure the
policy was initially approved by the Board in 2017
model is successful, with AMAPCEO staff and leadership
and was revised collaboratively over year one of the
committed to providing necessary resources and support
new governance model and also approved in final at
on an ongoing basis.
the March 2018 Strategic Planning session.
ACTIVISTS & LEADERS FORUM (ALF)
Creating Community Leads: For the five Districts
The ALF has proven a tremendous success in its first
subdivided into Communities, the Board had asked
five iterations in 2017 and 2018. Programming has been
District Executives in 2017 to designate Commuexpanded to a full day for each of the February, June and
nity Leads to be a primary point of contact for the
September events.
Director and Vice-Chair to assist with logistical and

Attendees (94 in total) are Community Leads, Vice Chairs
and District Directors from each of the twelve Districts;
the four Executive Officers (President, Vice President,
Secretary and Treasurer), representatives of the six
Broader Public Service (BPS) units, the Chair of the Equity Committee, Co-Chairs of the Equity Caucuses and Chair
of the Retiree Caucus. The event is co-led by the President’s Office and the Membership Services – Engagement
Lead/Team.
Participants receive a state of the union address from the
President, hear from well-known keynote speakers on
variable topics, receive rotating updates from the Executive Committee, District Directors and the Equity groups.
And, each event has a significant educational component
aimed at furthering activist skills and knowledge.
FINANCIAL OVERSIGHT

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Board Meeting Procedures policy
District Budget Policy
District Operating Policy (New)
Community Donations and Sponsorships Policy
Consolidated Reserve Policy
Employee Relations Committee Representative Appointment Policy
Equity Committee Terms of Reference
Fixed Term, Contract and Temporary Workers Caucus Terms of Reference (New)
Fiduciary Responsibility for Directors (New)
Workplace Representative Appointment and Reappointment Policy
Workplace Relations Committee Terms of Reference
• Young Workers’ Caucus Terms of Reference (New)
•
Risk Management Policy (New, pending
Board approval in October)

As has become practice since 2016, the
Board reviewed a first draft of the 2019
operating budget at its June meeting. The
budget process begins each year with the
Board setting out priorities at the March
strategic planning session. A draft budget
is prepared in June, with the Board able to
provide further direction to staff to over
Institute for Change
the summer. A final draft budget is then reLeaders’
Olivia Chow
viewed at either the September or October
at the Activists &
Board meetings, and then recommended
for adoption to the ADC in December. As
Leaders Forum
part of the budget discussion, the Board also
reviewed the 2017 draft audit statement, which will be
recommended to the ADC for approval in December.

This special project was led by the Executive Director and the Manager, Strategic
Planning and Projects with assistance from
the Association Secretary.

The 2018 Operating Budget, as presented to the Delegates reflects the Board’s priorities for the coming year.
In keeping with the five-year Strategic Plan, the budget
continues to reflect increased investments in education,
communications, and member engagement.
This item is led by the Director of Finance & Administration and the Treasurer.
END-TO-END POLICY REVIEW
Work to review and standardize the remaining set of
policies resumed in 2018. All revised and newly adopted
approved policies are continually being posted in the
members’ only section of the AMAPCEO website within
the Policies and Procedures webpage.
Policies reviewed or newly adopted in 2018 included:
•
•

Budget Review Policy
Board Compensation Review Committee Policy and
Terms of Reference
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COMMITTEE

BOARD

Committees

Education
Mandate

2018 Highlights
•

35

The Committee is responsible for providing advice to
the Board on the long-term direction for the AMAPCEO
education program. This includes developing recommendations on educational opportunities for AMAPCEO
members, activists, and leadership.

The Education Committee has met six times since
the 2017 ADC: on December 18, 2017, and in 2018 on
February 1, March 8, June 28, August 8, and September 5.

Health, Safety & Wellness

36

•

Current Members

Pensions & Benefits

37

Workplace Relations

39

In December, the Committee received reports from
the four subcommittees that were established last
year and that were referenced in our 2017 committee highlights. The four topics assigned to the
subcommittees were included in the Board-approved
mandate for the Committee: developing an evaluation approach; identifying competencies for volunteer roles; mapping a transition plan for volunteers
moving from our existing education program to the
recommended program; and developing an education policy statement.

•

A recommended education policy statement was
submitted to the Board in time for consideration
at the March strategic planning session. The Board
approved the following statement to guide the development of our education initiatives: “AMAPCEO’s
Education Program is guided by a commitment to delivering a wide range of creative and engaging educational and training curricula. These inclusive and accessible opportunities will ensure that all AMAPCEO
members can understand the value of their union,
their role within it, and how their union fits into the
broader labour and social justice movements.”

Education

31

Equity

33

Finance

Cynthia Watt (Chair),
Jason Gartshore (non-voting Board liaison),
Dave Bulmer (ex-officio),
Melinda Charette,
Maribeth Christensen,
Rebecca Mador,
Sarah Hoy,
Jane Koster
Michael Mouritsen (Staff Advisor)

•

The Committee submitted to the Board in
September a report identifying core competencies for Delegates; recommending required
training to meet those competencies; and
mapping a transition plan for incumbent
Delegates. That report has been submitted
under separate cover to Delegates at this
ADC for a policy discussion and direction.
•

The Committee has also proposed in
that report that the Board build on its existing training and orientation program to
WPR Core Training
identify core competencies for the 16 Board
members (and also separately for the four executive
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officers), and that the development of more focused
training requirements for members of ADC/Board
committees should follow as a next step, after training requirements for Delegates are finalized.
•

•

In September, committee members participated in
the launch of the second foundation course
offered through AMAPCEO’s Learning
Management System (LMS) by testing
the system, content and functionality of
the course (“Equity and Inclusion: Activate Your Power”). Suggestions and
comments from committee members
were incorporated in the final version,
which was announced to the general
membership in the first week of October. Some members of the committee
Train-the-Trainer workshop
also participated in the second Trainthe-Trainer workshop in May.
The Committee continues to receive updates from
staff on the implementation of AMAPCEO’s Five-Year
Learning Plan, specifically on course offerings, such
as the Train-the-Trainer program, the roll out of
LMS, the expansion of core Workplace Representative training, the Workplace Representative mentorship program, and other operations.
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COMMITTEE

Equity
Mandate

2018 Highlights

AMAPCEO’s Equity Committee offers advice, and makes
recommendations to the Board of Directors to ensure
that AMAPCEO remains a member-driven, accessible
organization committed to inclusivity.

•

Current Members
Cynthia Watt (Chair),
Kerry-Ann Douglas-Powell (non-voting Board liaison),
Samantha Boland,
Steven Drawbell,
Karen-Lee Miller
CAUCUS CO-CHAIRS (VOTING MEMBERS):
Asian, Arab & Latino Caucus: Amy Wang
Black Caucus: Vacant,
Disability Caucus: Alison Griggs,
Francophone Caucus: Vincent Lavigne,
Indigenous Caucus: Vacant,
LGBTQ Caucus: Marcilyn Cianfarani,
Women’s Caucus: Frankie Little,
Young Workers’ Caucus: Sarah Hoy,
Michael Mouritsen (Staff Advisor)
Elissa Assayag (Staff Advisor)
Notably, in 2019, the Young Workers’ Caucus will operate
outside of the Equity Committee in unison with the newly
created Fixed Term/Contract Workers’ Caucus.

Unanimous decisions were taken by the Board of Directors at its Spring 2018 Strategic Planning session,
following a review undertaken by consulting with all
members of the Equity Committee and co-chairs of
AMAPCEO Equity Caucuses:
1.

establishment of the Young Workers Caucus as a
stand-alone group,

2.

establishment of a Fixed-Term Caucus as a
stand-alone group, and

3.

reconfiguration of the current 13-member Equity Committee to consist of one representative
of each of the Caucuses/Circle: Asian, Arab and
Latino; Black; Disability; Francophone; Indigenous Circle; LGBTQ+ and Women’s, as well as a
chair and liaison appointed by the Board.

•

The Board appointed Kerry-Ann Douglas-Powell as
the Liaison for the two new groups (in addition to
the Equity Committee). The leadership for these two
groups will continue to be included in the union’s
annual Equity Forum.

•

A call for interest and self-identification for the
Equity Committee occurred in Fall 2018 for an
initial term of approximately 18 months. To enable
this change, the Board adopted a revised Terms of
Reference for the Equity Committee, reflecting the
committee’s responsibility for equity matters as a
whole, while representing and reporting on each
respective caucus.
• The Equity Committee successfully held
the second Equity Forum in May, consisting of
all Caucus co-chairs and the Committee. Bias
Awareness training was delivered at the Forum, and having been well-received by the
participants, it is planned that the training
will be rolled out to the Board of Directors,
as well as to the Activists and Leaders Forum, in the next six to twelve months.

AMAPCEO at the Pride &
Trans Flags Raising
32

• The Committee conducted consultations
regarding: AMAPCEO Member demographic
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survey; Terms of References for Board Committees
(Equity Committee, Young Workers Caucus, and
Fixed-Term Workers Caucus); Equity Foundation
courses; and OPS Policy on Preventing Barriers in
Employment.
•

•

•

34

Established in 2017, the Equity Lens Working Group
prepared recommendations on the development of
an Equity Lens practical tool for AMAPCEO, that will
help raise awareness of equity considerations
and foster a culture within the Union
where equity considerations are applied
systematically. The Committee’s recommendations to the Board to adopt the
proposed Equity Lens and to pursue
the supplemental materials to enable
the implementation of an Equity Lens
for AMAPCEO was approved this fall.
The Committee worked towards
strengthening communication vehicles
for engaging with members through the
caucuses.

AMAPCEO at the
Toronto Women’s March

The Committee organized AMAPCEO’s participation
in the Toronto Women’s March, the International
Women’s Day March, and the Pride Parade.

COMMITTEE

Finance
Mandate

2018 Highlights

The Finance Committee acts as a forum to provide
non-binding advice to the Board of Directors on AMAPCEO’s budget processes and financial policies, procedures, and practices.

•

As a standing Committee of the Board, the Committee met several times throughout 2018 both in
person and via teleconference to complete its work
plan based upon the Board approved 2017 and 2018
Mandate Letters for the Committee.

•

Extensively reviewed and provided revisions along
with input into the development of a revised Budget
Review Policy; which was Executive Committee recommended for Board approval in 2018 (per the 2017
Board Mandate Letter).

•

The Board and Executive Committee also requested
input and recommendations from the Committee related specifically to the District Budget Policy which
were subsequently elaborated on; and approved by
the Board in 2018.

•

The Committee is extensively reviewing the Budget
Offset Policy and will be recommending updates and
changes by the end of 2018.

•

The Committee provided additional input and ideas
for Board consideration including; the development
of a Budget Cycle Calendar (which was integrated
within a larger operational cyclical calendar); as well
as a Treasurer Community of Practice.

•

The Committee has begun a preliminary review of
the Delegation of Authority and Signing Authority
Policy; and will be recommending updates in the beginning of 2019 (per the 2018 Board Mandate Letter).

Current Members
Chris Harper (Chair),
Cesar Furtado (non-voting Board observer),
Damian Suffoletta (Vice-Chair),
Andrew Kovarcsik,
Ignatius Ntaganda,
Heather Schramm,
Angela Stewart, (Staff Advisor),
Omar Tazi (Staff Advisor)
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COMMITTEE

Health, Safety, & Wellness

Pensions & Benefits

Mandate

2018 Highlights

Mandate

2018 Highlights

Through education, promotion, and with a problem-solving approach to issues, the Committee fosters an environment of health, safety, and wellness for members and
their families both within and outside of the workplace.

•

The Committee supplies recommendations to the Board
on pension and benefit related issues. It also assists in
the development of communications strategies and plans
in aid of providing members updated and relevant information for retirement planning.

•

One of the gaps in communications materials noted
by the Committee was the lack of any high-level
information on pensions on the AMAPCEO website.
This gap has also been noted by previous committees. To address this matter, sample “AMAPCEO
Pension Primer” copy was drafted to help inform
a basic AMAPCEO landing page on pensions on the
AMAPCEO website.

•

The Committee drafted a warning sent out to members as part of the June 13 AMAPCEO weekly email.
The warning cautioned members to check GreatWest Life’s list of de-listed healthcare providers
before incurring benefit costs.

•

The Committee noted that the OPS employer’s Retiree Benefits Booklet is outdated. The version posted
on the OPS intranet dates back to 2002. It has an
addendum covering changes from 2004 to 2010. This
was raised at the June 2018 AMAPCEO Board meeting as a potential discussion item at the AMAPCEO
Central Employee Relations Committee.

•

Starting in 2019, the Canada Pension Plan (CPP) will
be gradually enhanced. The Committee believes
there is an opportunity for AMAPCEO to help inform
members about enhanced CPP, including the impact on CPP contribution rates.

Current Members
Frank Tang (Chair),
Scott Gothard (non-voting Board liaison),
Deryck Albarus,
Brian Alton,
Kathy DeGrace,
Ted Kung,
Monica Murphy,
Rob Harris (Staff Advisor)

•

The Committee has been reviewing options to provide more learning and support opportunities for
AMAPCEO Health and Safety (H&S) Representatives
as a way to promote health and safety in the workplace and to ensure our members are confident in
their roles. The Committee is looking forward to future educational opportunities offered to AMAPCEO
Health & Safety Representatives through initiatives
of the Education Committee.
With assistance from AMAPCEO staff, the Committee continues to canvass workplaces and review the
locations of our existing H&S Reps in an effort to
recruit reps for locations lacking representation to
Joint Health & Safety Committees in the workplaces
of all AMAPCEO bargaining units.

•

Made it a priority to retool the Health & Safety
Representatives’ database to make it searchable by
District. Members will now be able to identify a representative more efficiently.

•

The Committee is also working with AMAPCEO staff
to revise the Health, Safety & Wellness presence on
the AMAPCEO website. This will include updating
and augmenting information and resources available to members on the public portion of the website and creating a new secure portal with more
detailed information in the members-only
section.

AMAPCEO-branded
Health & Safety Kits
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• The Committee is also providing input
and consultation on revisions to the new
Health & Safety Representative appointment policy which is currently under review
and is expected to be approved by the Board
in late 2018.

Current Members
Maryanna Lewyckyj (Chair),
Lancy Cheng (non-voting Board liaison, resigned October
2018),
Marianna Baxter,
Parmod Chhabra,
Bibi Hashim,
Maria Masliwec,
Jean-Paul Ngana,
Paul Dean (Retiree Caucus Nominee – non-voting)
Matthew Hill (Staff Advisor)

•

Ontario Pension Board
information package

As of September 2018, about 200
AMAPCEO members had attended pension
education sessions led by the Ontario Pension Board (OPB). AMAPCEO staff helped
organize in-person sessions in Guelph,
Toronto, St. Catharines, Oshawa, Kingston,
Thunder Bay and London. OPB will continue
working with AMAPCEO to deliver pension
education sessions to members.

• In addition to the OPB sessions, as of
early October 2018, a total of 512 OPSers
(from all OPS hires) had signed up for retirement
planning info sessions offered through LearnON.
The 2018 year-to-date total was higher than the total
for 2017 (468) and 2015 (341) but less than 2016
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(660).

Workplace Relations

•

A survey is under development to send to AMAPCEO
retirees to try to identify problems retirees faced in
the transition to retirement. The goal is to use the
information to try to come up with potential mitigation strategies.

•

The Committee obtained the following data:

Mandate

2018 Highlights

•

In 2015, 336 members retired

•

In 2016, 693 members retired

•

In 2017, 152 members retired

In early 2018, the Board of Directors approved major
revisions to the Workplace Representative (WPR) Appointment and Renewal policy, including the following:

•

In 2018, 143 members retired (as of September
17), while 581 are eligible.

The Committee administers the formal dispute resolution processes contained within the AMAPCEO Collective
Agreements; develops, administers, and evaluates policies, procedures, and training for workplace representation; monitors the Employers’ application of Agreements;
and establishes appropriate linkages to other AMAPCEO
committees and representative bodies.

•

•

•

•

OPB estimates 1,086 AMAPCEO members will be
eligible to retire in three or more years and 1,809 in
five or more years.
President Dave Bulmer is completing
his second year as AMAPCEO’s representative. In January of 2018, his OPB
colleagues entrusted Governance
Committee to his leadership – with the
sub-group taking on Search Committee
duties for the greater Board for Director vacancies of which there have been
several.

President Dave Bulmer

President Bulmer recently graduated
from the University of Toronto’s Rotman School of Management’s Institute for Corporate
Directors’ (ICD) Program achieving the prestigious
ICD.D designation. Attendance was sponsored by the
OPB.
The Public Service Pension Plan (PSPP) continues
to be very healthy with full funding very nearly
achieved at 98% and with no solvency issues. As
members are aware an increase in contribution
rates became necessary in 2017 with implementation deferred until April 2018 (0.5%) and April 2019
(0.5%). President Bulmer was instrumental in advocating for modest increases and for their delayed
phasing in over an extended period. The PSPP rate
remains the lowest amongst its comparators.

Current Members
Larysa Andrusiak (Chair),
Peter Dewar (Vice-Chair),
Pat Bradley,
Constantine Dmitriev,
Angela Freeman,
Jason Gartshore,
Sophie Georgas,
Kristen McMartin,
Hugh Montgomerie,
Maureen Wraight,
Rob Smalley (Staff Advisor),
Mark Bonaparte (Staff Advisor)

•

replacing the complicated appointment criteria with
less stringent eligibility criteria;

•

replacing the cumbersome nomination process with
a training application process;

•

making it clear that an applicant must first take all
“pre-requisite” educational courses before they are
deemed eligible to apply for Core WPR training;

•

permitting probationary employees and FXT employees to be trained and appointed in certain circumstances;

•

changing the term of a WPR’s initial appointment,
and any subsequent renewals, to three years from
two years;

•

linking the appointment process to the WPR
mentorship program; and

•

giving the Workplace Relations Committee, instead
of the Board of Directors, the responsibility to
conduct WPR appointment reviews, and determine
which WPRs will get their appointment renewed for
an additional three-year term.

Due to these policy changes, the Committee embarked on
its first-ever review of WPR appointments. On September
19, 2018, Committee members reviewed approximately
70 WPR appointments, for all active WPRs who had been
appointed prior to 2015.
The 2018 Annual Workplace Representatives’
Conference was held on June 12, 2018 with
115 WPRs attending the day-long event. The
Conference included:
• a panel discussion, on the Mental Health
and the Workplace Representative;
•
•

WPR Conference
38

recognition of our WPR Mentors;

an overview on how to effectively use
our OPS disputes tracking system, RADAR;
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•

a discussion of Community Benefits, especially in
connection to the OPS’s Queen’s Park Reconstruction
Project (QPRP);

•

a panel/podcast entitled “Just Work It”; and

•

concurrent WPR focussed workshops on the following topics: Better Conversations About Mental
Health in the Workplace; OPS Employee and Family
Assistance Program (EFAP) Orientation; Advanced
Advocacy and Communications Skills; and Return to
Work and Accommodation.

In April, 2018, 18 AMAPCEO members (17 from the OPS
and 1 from OPACY) were trained and appointed
by the committee as WPR mentees. In October
2018, 17 more AMAPCEO members were
trained and appointed as WPR mentees.
Between November 2017 and October
2018, the Committee reviewed 43 separate
requests for individual or group disputes
to proceed to either mediation or arbitration, or to Step 4 of OPS classification dispute
process. Of those disputes, all but four of
the disputes proceeded to either mediation
or arbitration. The subject matter of these
disputes breaks down as follows:

AMAPCEO’s Board of Directors continues to develop
following the significant governance changes of 2017.
We’ve made substantial progress this year solidifying our
working relationships and modernizing policy to support
our fiduciary and governance responsibilities on behalf
of AMAPCEO’s 14,000+ professional employees. As outlined in our Strategic Plan 2015-2020, in 2018 we continued to support AMAPCEO’s mission, vision and roadmap
to better deliver members services in accordance with
our six strategic priorities.
During this past year, while each of us brought individual perspectives to our deliberations, our commitment
to AMAPCEO translated into collective action that helped
strengthen and move the union forward. Always keeping
a members-first outlook, we have a renewed unity of

WPR Core Training

•

12 Harassment and Discrimination disputes

•

8 Accommodation/RTW disputes, of which two (2)
were denied forward progress

•

7 Discipline or dismissal disputes

•

4 Merit/P4P or performance disputes

•

3 Pay administration disputes

•

3 AWA denial disputes

•

2 LTIP disputes

•

2 competition disputes which were denied forward
progress

•

1 workplace violence dispute

•

1 redeployment dispute

The Committee also reviewed and upheld three OPS
formal dispute denials.
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What’s Ahead
purpose in all the efforts required to implement, monitor
and assess our excellent strategic plan.
We will continue to work together with our entire team
of elected Officers, and with the support of our talented,
diverse and professional staff. Together with a growing
number of engaged activists and our professional staff
we are forging new ways to build a stronger AMAPCEO.
In 2019, in our fourth year of the strategic plan, we will
invest in growing our volunteer network and expand on
initiatives including growth, education, communications,
member engagement and equity.
We are confident that AMAPCEO is stronger than
ever and give our heartfelt thanks to everyone in our
AMAPCEO community.

Respectfully submitted,
Dave Bulmer, President
Cynthia Watt, Vice-President
Glynn Robinson, Secretary
Chris Harper, Treasurer
Anthony Pizzino, Executive Director
Angela Freeman, Mowat/Hearst, Chair
Cesar Furtado, Frost/Hepburn, Vice-Chair
Larysa Andrusiak, Western Ontario
Pat Bradley, Midtown (Elected May 2018)
Lancy Cheng, College Park (Resigned October 2018)
Jane Colonna, Bay Street
Peter Dewar, University/Toronto South
Bev Dutoff, Midtown (Resigned April 2018)
Kerry-Ann Douglas-Powell, GTA North
Jason Gartshore, Eastern Ontario
Scott Gothard, Northern Ontario
Maryanna Lewyckyj, Ferguson/Whitney
Frank Tang, Jarvis
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I make our communities
more inclusive.

Samantha Boland
Program Supervisor, Community & Developmental Services

amapceo.ca
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With over 14,000 members, AMAPCEO is
the second-largest union representing professional
employees in the Ontario Public Service. We also
represent professionals in six public sector agencies.

1 Dundas Street West, Suite 2310
PO Box 72 Toronto ON M5G 1Z3
1.888.262.7236
/AMAPCEO

amapceo.ca
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